Mount Holyoke College  

Intensive Elementary Japanese II  

Spring 2001 Week 9 (3/26 – 3/30)

3/26 Mon  Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 10)  
Describing a resultant state, using verb て form + いる

Homework:  
-- Redo the skit draft with your partner (due 3/28 Wednesday)  
-- Do Workbook pp.96-98 (II)  
-- Read Textbook pp.331-332 (LANGUAGE III)

3/27 Tue  
Describing physical appearance and skills, using 〜は 〜が

Homework:  
-- Do Workbook pp.98-99 (III)  
-- Read Textbook pp.334-337 (LANGUAGE IV)

3/28 Wed  
Connecting phrases, using the verb and the adjective て forms

Homework:  
-- Do Workbook pp.190-194 (I-III) in LRC  
-- Review what has been covered so far for Drill Session tomorrow

3/29 Th  
Drill Session

Homework:  
-- Prepare yourself for Chapter Exam #3 (Chapter 9) tomorrow

3/30 Fri  Chapter Exam #3 (through Chapter 9)

Homework:  
-- Do Workbook pp.99-100 (IV)  
-- Read Textbook pp.337-338 (LANGUAGE V)

Next week:  

4/5 Th  Skit Presentation #1